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Abstract
Quality of service (QoS) is one of the key features for new
Internet-based multimedia and other applications. Mean-
while, energy remains as a big concern for systems that per-
form such applications. We address the issue of combining
system design concerns and QoS requirements to design sys-
tems that can deliver QoS guarantees. In this paper, we
discuss how to satisfy QoS requirements and minimize the
system's energy consumption. Specically, we consider the
following problem: Given a set of applications each speci-
fying its required amount of computation and service time,
how we allocate CPU time and determine the voltage prole
on a variable voltage system, such that all the applications'
requirements are satised and the system's total energy con-
sumption is minimized. We optimally solve several basic
cases and propose a dynamic programming procedure for
the general case. Simulation shows that the new approach
saves 38.75% energy over the system shut-down technique.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the advances in the Internet, mobile and wireless com-
munications, more and more complex applications are be-
coming feasible. These applications have various types of
requirements on the quality of service (QoS). Meanwhile, low
power consumption is considered one of the most important
criteria for the design of application specic integrated cir-
cuits (ASIC) and other mobile computing devices, the core
of systems that carry out these applications. Clearly, there
is a trade-o between high QoS and low power consumption.
In this paper, we discuss how to minimize the energy con-
sumption under the constraint of meeting all applications'
QoS requirements.
We dene the computation vs. service time function C(t) as:
to satisfy user's requirement, if the service time is t, then
C(t) is the minimal amount of service (computation) that
the system has to provide. The Energy Minimization (EM)
problem is: Given n applications 1; 2;    ; n each with its
computation vs. service time specication Ci(t), nd for
each i, the service time and supply voltage such that i's
requirement is satised and
Pn
i=1Ei is minimized, where Ei
is the energy consumption for serving i.
One of the key techniques to lower energy consumption is us-
ing low supply voltage. Suppose one application is assigned
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the CPU in the period [0; T ], with the exibility provided
by the variable voltage processor [4], the supply voltage can
be changed as long as the same amount of work is done by
time T . However, from the convexity of energy as a function
of supply voltage, we have the following necessary condition
for energy consumption to be minimized:
Theorem 1.1 ([5])
To nish an application's computation requirement within a
given amount of time, the energy consumption is minimized
if and only if the processor operates at a constant voltage
such that the computation is nished on its deadline.
Assuming the total CPU time is 1, we call a system under-
loaded if at nominal voltage Vnominal, the total CPU time
required to meet all the applications' QoS requirements is
less than 1. On such system, the EM problem is trivial to
solve when all the applications' computation vs. service time
functions are constants. That is, each user only requires the
amount of service and does not care about the service time.
Let ti(0 < ti < 1) be the CPU time for the system to ac-
cumulate the amount of computation Wi required by appli-
cation i(1  i  n) at vnominal, where Wi = Snominal  ti
and Snominal is the CPU speed at the nominal voltage. For
underloaded system, we have T =
Pn
i=1 ti < 1. Then im-
mediately from Theorem 1.1, the optimal strategy is to use
a constant voltage vopt such that a total amount of compu-
tation
Pn
i=1Wi is completed at the end of period [0; 1]. vopt













For applications with constant computation vs. service time
functions, an underloaded system consumes the minimal en-
ergy when it operates at a xed supply voltage vopt for all
the applications, where vopt is given by equation (1).
Users concern about and can observe only the quality of
service they receive, not how this service is provided by the
system. Their service requirement usually can be met by
dierent combinations of service quality and service time,
which may not require the same amount of computation.
So the system can take advantage of this and select the one
that consumes the least amount of energy. The problem
becomes non-trivial for a system with limited CPU time to
serve multiple applications.
2. RELATED WORK
Most of the research on quality of service is in the networking
community, especially in distributed multimedia systems.
There have been several proposals and prototype implemen-
tations of end-to-end transport protocols for delivering QoS
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guarantees. For example, RSVP provides a mechanism for
reserving resources along the path from a source host to a
destination host so that subsequent data packets are guar-
anteed to have certain bandwidth available and meet certain
delay bounds.
There are also plenty of literatures on how to dene the
concept of QoS. In [1], QoS is dened as a combination of
the basic quality metrics for the network layer: delay, jitter,
bandwidth, and reliability. Lawrence [7] discusses the met-
rics based on the QoS attributes of timeliness, precision, and
accuracy that can be used for system specication, instru-
mentation, and evaluation. Rajkumar et al. [10] present an
analytical approach for satisfying multiple QoS dimensions
in a resource-constraint environment. The quality of the
complex, real-time, distributed multimedia services should
be application specic and user dependent. Thus it is hard
to nd an explicit one-t-all denition for QoS. In our model,
we treat QoS, and hence the system's utility, as a function
of the required resources such as bandwidth, CPU time, and
buer space. No specic assumptions are required for this
function except in some cases, we assume it is monotone and
non-decreasing with respect to the resources.
Low power design has attracted a large amount of atten-
tion and many techniques have been proposed. For in-
stance, memory optimization techniques, hardware-software
partitioning, instruction-level power optimization, variable-
voltage techniques, control-data-ow transformations, dy-
namic power management, interface power minimization.
One of the most eective way to reduce power consumption
is to lower supply voltage. Recent advances in power supply
technology make it possible to create processor cores with
supply voltages that can be varied at run time according to
application timing constraints[2, 3, 8].
Until now, synthesis and CAD research did not address how
to design systems with quantitative QoS requirements. Ko-
rnegay et al. [6] outline foundations and framework in which
QoS system design trade-os and optimization can be ad-
dressed. In this paper, we show how energy consumption,
one of the key design concerns, can be minimized while de-
livering the QoS guarantees. We adopt an abstract QoS
model with little restrictions. Therefore, both our approach
and results are general and can be applied to most systems.
3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We want to build a system that can provide QoS guaran-
tees to a set of applications. The main component of our
system is a variable voltage processor core, which is capable
of running at a range of supply voltages. Suppose the sup-
ply voltage is vdd(t) at time t, then the power dissipation is
P (t) = Cv2ddf and the circuit delay is
kvdd
(vdd vt)
2 , where vt
is the threshold voltage. The energy consumption over the
period [0; T ] is E =
R T
0
P (t)dt ([9]). Besides the core, there
are m  1 resources fR1;R2;    ;Rmg available and each
resource has a nite capacity, also denoted by Ri if there
is no ambiguity. Such resource can be CPU time, memory,
disk bandwidth, and etc.
On the other side, we have n  1 applications f1; 2;    ; ng
to be executed on the above system. Each application has
its QoS specication and the system accrues a certain value,
which we call the system's utility U ivi(R
i), by allocating re-
sources Ri = (Ri;1;    ; Ri;m) to application i along with









Notice that the execution time of an application varies as
the processor's speed, which is determined by the supply
voltage, changes.
We propose the problem of energy minimization with guar-
anteed QoS as a constrained optimization problem (Figure
1). Our objective is to allocate resource and nd voltage





Subject to: U ivi(R
i)  U i for 1  i  n (ii)
nP
i=1
Ri;j  Rj for 1  j  m (iii)
Figure 1: Problem formulation.
proles such that the system's total energy consumption (i)
is minimized. Each application's minimal QoS requirement
U i (1  i  n) has to be met (ii) within the capacity of each
resource (iii).
4. APPLICATION WITH DIFFERENTIABLE
UTILITY FUNCTION
Earlier, we solved the energy minimization problem opti-
mally under the assumption that all the utility functions
are determined solely by the amount of computation and
are independent of the service time (Corollary 1.2). How-
ever, this assumption does not hold in many occasions. In
general, the application's utility function is complicated and
involves many variables. We extend the previous discussion
to the EM problem with general utility functions which de-
pend on both the service time and the amount of service.
Since the amount of service is the product of system speed S
and the service time T , we further assume the utility func-





In the simplest case, there is only one application with a util-
ity function U = U(S; T ), and the system wants to achieve
utility at the amount of U0 by providing service to this appli-
cation. It is clear that to minimize the energy consumption,
we will operate the system at a constant voltage and serve
the application at exactly U0.
Suppose the energy consumption is minimized with a supply
voltage v > vt, the system's speed
S = S(v) =
k1  (v   vt)2
v
(2)
is then xed, so is the power consumption
P = P (v) = k2  v  (v   vt) (3)
Since the utility function is monotone increasing with re-
spect to service time for a xed speed ( @U
@T
> 0), and achieves
0-utility when the service time T equals 0, there exists a
unique service time T = T (v) such that the utility guaran-
tee U0 can be accumulated at T . The energy consumption
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is given by
E = E(v) = P  T = k2  v  (v   vt)2  T (v) (4)
Taking the rst derivative of E(v), we have
dE
dv




When the utility function U(S; T ) is explicitly given, the
value of dT
dv
can be determined from an earlier observation:
when the energy is minimized, the system has a utility ex-
actly U(S(v); T (v)) = U0. Taking the total dierential and









It is clear that dT
dv




> 0 and v > vt).
On one hand, this simply means for the same utility re-
quirement, the higher voltage we apply, the less time we
need to deliver the guarantee. On the other hand, the nega-
tive natural of dT
dv
also makes the sign of dE
dv
undetermined.
Moreover, although low energy is in favor of low supply volt-
age [5], we cannot draw the same conclusion when the QoS
guarantee is added as another constraint. However, in the
special case when the utility function is explicitly given and
dierentiable, we can compute dT
dv
from equation (6) and
then plug it into (5) to calculate the optimal voltage level.
Theorem 4.1
The EM problem for single application system is optimally
solvable if the utility function is explicitly given and is dif-
ferentiable.
Example 4.2
Determine the optimal strategy for an application whose
utility function is given by U(S; T ) = SpT q; (p; q > 0).













=   v + vt






= k2  v  (v   vt)[(3v   vt)  T + v  (v   vt)  dT
dv
]
= k2  v  (v   vt)[(3v   vt)  T   (v + vt)  pT
q
]
= k2  v  (v   vt)  T [(3  p
q
)v   (1 + p
q
)vt]
Let r = p
q
> 0, we can see (recall that v > vt):
(i) if r  1, then dE
dv
> 0, so we choose the minimal
possible voltage.
(ii) if r  3, then dE
dv
< 0, so we choose the maximal
possible voltage, the nominal voltage.





= 0 and it can be veried
that E(v) achieves its minimum at v = 1+r
3 r
 vt.
Example 4.2 simply suggests that dierent strategies should
be applied for dierent types of applications which are char-
acterized by r, the relative importance factor of speed vs.
service time. For applications that prefer a long service time
rather than a high speed (i.e. the case when r  1), we will
use low supply voltage and execute slowly to gain the re-
quired amount of utility such that the energy consumption
is minimized. On the other hand, if high speed is crucial
to the application (e.g., the case when r  3), we will sacri-
ce service time for high speed by operating at a high supply
voltage, the energy is saved from the fact that we accomplish
the desired amount of utility in much less time. When nei-
ther the speed nor the execution time is superior to the other
signicantly, we will experience the trade-o between speed
and service time. Starting from the lowest possible voltage,
since long service time is not important enough (r > 1), an
increment in voltage will speed up the service and energy is
saved due to the less execution time. At v = 1+r
3 r
vt, energy
consumption reaches the minimum and further increment in
the voltage will consume more energy because high speed is
not important either (r < 3). Notice that when r > 1, the
result is against the fact that low power is in favor of low
supply voltage for system design without QoS guarantees.
Example 4.3
Prove Corollary 1.2: For a set of applications on an under-
loaded system, if all the utility functions depend only on the
amount of computation, the optimal voltage is the minimal
possible voltage.
When the utility depends only on the amount of compu-
tation, providing QoS guarantee for each application is the
same as performing a computation in the amount of the to-
tal of all the applications' requirement. Computation is the
product of speed S and service time T for a constant supply















= k2  v  (v   vt)[(3v   vt)  T + v  (v   vt)  dT
dv
]
= 4  k2  v2  (v   vt)  T
> 0
so the optimal strategy is to use the minimal possible volt-
age.
5. APPLICATION WITH GENERAL UTIL-
ITY FUNCTIONS
In the general case, we cannot expect that the utility func-
tion is well-behaved. Users may specify the service request
in terms of the amount of service and the service time: if the
service time is t, then the system has to provide a service in
the amount of at least C(t; U) to gain the utility U . Thus,
for a given U , we can view the computation (service) re-
quest C as a function of the execution time t. This function
may not be continuous, and may be dened only on certain
discrete points.































Figure 2: Three specications of the computation
vs. service time curve at the same level of utility.
tinuous, and a point p(t; c) on the curve means that the
application will be satised if a service at the amount of c
with service time at least t, or a service no less than c with
service time t is provided. That is, any point to the upper
right corner of point p(t; c) (the shaded region) is acceptable
for this application. Curve II is a horizontal line which rep-
resents the utility function of an application that requires a
certain amount of computation, but is independent of the
service time. Another application expresses its request by
four points p1; p2; p3; p4 and a line segment between points
p2 and p3.
In the last case, the function is not continuous, thus it is not
clear how the application's request can be satised with a
service time for example between t3 and t4. However, any
service to the upper right of the curve provides the QoS
guarantee assuming that the utility is non-decreasing with
respect to service time and the amount of computation. For
the simplicity of our discussion, we extend this function by
connecting points p1 and p2 (as well as p3 and p4) in the
following way: starting from point p1 (and p3), draw a hori-
zontal line up to the second coordinate of point p2 (and p4),
then draw a vertical line to point p2 (and p4). Clearly, any
point on the extended curve satises the application's QoS








Figure 3: extension of a discontinuous computation
vs. service time curve with guaranteed utility.
We now rephrase the EM problem in terms of the extended
computation vs. service time curves:
Given n applications 1; 2;    ; n each with its computation
vs. service time specication Ci(t; Ui) for the utility Ui, nd
for each i, the service time and supply voltage (ti; vi) such
that Ui is achieved and
Pn
i=1 Ei is minimized, where Ei is
the energy consumption for serving i.
Figure 4 shows the dynamic programming procedure to solve
such problem with n general applications.
Input: n applications with their QoS requirement Uk,
and computation vs. service time specication
Ck(t; Uk).
Output: The minimal energy consumption to satisfy all Uk.
Procedure DP:
1) divide time [0; 1] into N equal quants;
2) For k = 1; 2;    ; n









6) compute power Pk(i) at voltage vk(i) from (3);
7) calculate energy consumption Ek(i) = Pk(i)  iN ;
8) For i = 1; 2;    ; N
9) E1(i) = E1(i);
10) For k = 1; 2;    ; n
11) For i = 1; 2;    ; N
12) Ek(i) = minfEk 1(j) +Ek(i  j) : j = 1;    ; i  1g;
13) return En(N);
Figure 4: The dynamic programming approach to
solve the EM problem with n applications.
We rst discretize the continuous optimization EM prob-
lem by quantitizing the total service time [0; 1] into N small
quants of the same size. The system will allocate service
time to each application in units of quants. Steps 2)  7)
calculate Ek(i), the energy to service application k with i




determined by the extended computation vs. service time
curve; then the system's speed S, the required supply volt-
age vk(i) to achieve S, the power and energy consumption
at vk(i) are calculated in straightforward ways.
Let Ek(i) (k = 1; 2;    ; n; i = 1; 2;    ; N) be the total en-
ergy consumption to service the rst k applications with i
quants of time. Steps 8) and 9) initialize E1(i) = E1(i)(i =
1; 2;    ; N), and Ek(i) are computed from the recurrence
formula
Ek(i) = minfEk 1(j) +Ek(i  j) : j = 1; 2;    ; i  1g
(7)
En(N) is the minimized total energy consumption as re-
quired.
The recurrence formula (7) states that the minimal energy
to nish the rst k applications with i quants is to choose
the best combination of completing the rst k   1 applica-
tions in j  i   1 quants and reserving rest of the time for
the k-th application. It takes O(N) time to determine Ek(i)
as in Step 12). With little bookkeeping, the DP procedure
can also nd the voltage prole and service time for each
application to actually achieve En(N). Finally, more accu-
rate solution can be acquired at the cost of increasing N and
hence the complexity.
We summarize the global ow for solving the general EM
problem:
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at vnominal individual optimal strategy DP's strategy
time energy voltage time energy voltage time energy
1 0.20 0.20 1.95 0.90 0.1111 2.48 0.40 0.1353
2 0.10 0.10 1.70 0.40 0.0264 2.05 0.25 0.0384
3 0.15 0.15 1.22 1.00 0.0102 1.70 0.30 0.0198
4 0.05 0.05 2.43 0.15 0.0470 3.30 0.05 0.0500
total 0.50 0.50 N/A 2.45 0.1947 N/A 1.00 0.2435
Table 1: Energy consumption for the strategy given by the dynamic programming approach.
Theorem 5.1
For the EM problem with multiple applications and general
utility functions, we can rst extend their utility function as
in Figure 3, then solve it by the DP procedure. The runtime
complexity is O(nN2) and the space complexity is O(nN).
6. SIMULATION RESULTS
We show how to solve the EM Problem for a 4-application










Figure 5: Four computation vs. service time curves.
Suppose we have a system with a variable voltage core to
serve four applications, the computation vs. service time
specication is given in Figure 5. Curve C1 for applica-
tion 1 is a step function with the amount of computation
c1; c2; c3 and c4 at service times t1; t2; t3 and t5 respectively.




b1; if t1  t < t3;
a  t+ b; if t3  t < t4;
b2; if t  t4:
the values of the coecients a = b2 b1
t4 t3
and b = b1t4 b2t3
t4 t3
are given from the continuity. C3 is given as, for a xed





; if t1  t  k  t1;
U
kt1
; if t  k  t1:
C4(t) =
p
U  t is dierentiable and clearly indicates a favor
in the high speed. Also included in Figure 5 is a dashed
straight line from the origin that represents the system's
computation ability vs. time at the nominal voltage.
In our experimentation, we compare the energy consump-
tion for three dierent strategies: (I) \system shut-down",
in which we nd the energy consumption to full each appli-
cation's QoS requirement at vnominal. Under the assump-
tion of underloaded system, the system will nish execution
before the unit time 1 and can shut down to save energy;
(II) in \individual optimal" strategy, we calculate the opti-
mal strategy for the system to solely serve each individual
application. In general, the combination of such individual
optimal solutions is invalid since the total execution time
may exceed 1. However, this gives us a lower bound; (III)
\DP's strategy" is the one after we partition the unit time
and apply the DP procedure in Section 5. This is a feasible
solution.
Table 1 reports one set of the results, where the parameters
are set as: t1 = 0:05; t2 = 0:25; t3 = 0:40; t4 = 0:80; t5 =
0:95; for 1 : c2 = 1:2c1; c3 = 1:6c1; c4 = 1:8c1; for 2 :
b2 = 2:0b1; for 3 : k = 6; vnominal = 3:3V; vt = 0:8V ; The
execution time is divided into pieces of length 0.05.
The service time and the amount of computation for each
application at nominal voltage can be obtained from Fig-
ure 5 by projecting the intersection point of the applica-
tion's computation vs. service time curve and the system's
computation ability curve (the dashed lines in Figure 5) to
the axes of service time and computation. The second and
third columns of Table 1 show the required service time and
energy to meet each application's QoS request, where the
energy consumption is normalized to the amount consumed
at vnominal in unit time. The last row shows that in this
case, we can operate the system at nominal voltage for 0:5
unit time and then shut down, as a result, consume 0:5 unit
energy.
The next three columns report the optimal strategy to nish
each application in one unit execution time. This is not ap-
plicable since the total service time exceeds 1, although more
than 60% of the energy is saved over the system shut down
technique at nominal voltage. It is worth to mention that
the total energy consumption here provides a lower bound
and the system can simply adopt this strategy whenever it
is feasible.
The rest of the Table 1 is the strategy from the DP proce-
dure. We can see that dierent supply voltages, from 1:7V
to the nominal 3:3V have been applied to dierent applica-
tions, and the entire one unit execution time is utilized to
achieve a total energy consumption of 0:2435, which saves
more than 50% over the system shut down.
Finally, we mention that C4 is dierentiable and corresponds
to the case of Example 4.2 when r = 2. The optimal volt-
age for this application is 2:4V with service time 0:1576 and
consumes 0:04696 unit of energy. The dynamic program-
ming chooses a supply voltage 2:43V and service time 0:15,
the overhead on energy consumption, which comes from the
partition, is negligible (less than 0.00004 unit).
Table 2 reports other simulation results. For each simu-
lation, the number of applications is shown in the second
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n at vnominal individual optimal DP's strategy Compare DP's energy with
time energy time energy N time energy shut-down lower bound
test1 4 0.50 0.50 2.45 0.1947 20 1.00 0.2435 51.30% 25.06%
test2 4 0.75 0.75 3.20 0.2880 20 1.00 0.4113 45.16% 42.81%
test3 4 0.90 0.90 2.85 0.7112 20 0.95 0.8034 10.73% 12.96%
test4 8 0.50 0.50 6.36 0.2338 50 1.00 0.2827 43.46% 20.92%
test5 8 0.75 0.75 7.20 0.3175 50 0.98 0.4508 39.89% 41.98%
test6 8 0.90 0.90 7.20 0.5740 50 1.00 0.6842 23.98% 19.20%
test7 10 0.50 0.50 7.92 0.1828 100 1.00 0.2253 54.94% 23.25%
test8 10 0.75 0.75 9.16 0.3076 100 1.00 0.4051 45.99% 31.70%
test9 10 0.90 0.90 8.50 0.4991 100 1.00 0.6917 23.14% 38.59%
test10 15 0.50 0.50 12.07 0.1732 200 1.00 0.2169 56.62% 25.23%
test11 15 0.75 0.75 11.60 0.3480 200 0.99 0.4072 45.71% 17.01%
test12 15 0.90 0.90 12.74 0.5255 200 1.00 0.6834 24.07% 30.05%
average N/A 38.75% 27.40%
Table 2: Comparison of the \system shut-down", \individual optimal", and \DP's strategy" for energy
consumption.
column. The next four columns present the total time and
energy required by the \system shut-down" strategy and the
sum of the individual optimal. The DP procedure divides
the unit time into N quants and its solution is reported as
well. The last two columns show the energy saving over the
\system shut-down" technique and how close to the lower
bound provided by individual optimal.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Quality of service is intrinsically connected to many major
and most popular applications such as multimedia and wire-
less sensing. A considerable amount of eort has been put
on measuring and charging for the QoS as well as providing
guaranteed QoS. At the same time, minimizing power/energy
consumption is another important issue for modern system
design, especially for the battery-operated systems that sup-
port the QoS-sensitive applications. We propose the prob-
lems of energy minimization with guaranteed QoS. This is
the rst attempt of considering these two issues simulta-
neously during the system design process. Specically, we
apply the variable voltage design methodology to select a
voltage prole optimally to provide QoS guarantees for each
application and meanwhile minimize energy consumption.
Our key contributions are as follows: (i) formulation of the
energy minimization with QoS guarantees problem; (ii) op-
timal solution when the utility functions are dierentiable;
(iii) development of the dynamic programming (DP) proce-
dure for solving the general EM problem. (iv) an average
of 38.7% energy saving over the \system shut-down" tech-
nique, and 27.4% more than an impractical lower bound on
a large set of simulations.
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